
HOW TO MOTIVATE YOURSELF TO WRITE A PAPER

Writing That Essay When You're Low On Motivation . than done, but if you absolutely, positively cannot bring yourself to
work on the essay out.

Turn off your monitor and just start typing This is a trick I used to do when I started writing. It almost never
pays off to turn down dinner with friends if they are true friends that is. No postponing. But don't worry
yourself numb. When you live in your own head you can blow a minor issue out of proportion. Just knowing
that you are not the only one going through these tribulations, can already take most of the pressure off that
has been keeping you from being motivated to work on your thesis. You may also want to equip yourself with
some snacks to keep you going, as this can make the process of writing an essay more bearable as well as
maintaining your energy levels. Your thesis statement? Instead of going to the gym after work, hang out with a
friend for a snack. Students go to great lengths to carve out large chunks of time to write hiring babysitters,
taking days off from work, turning down dinner invitations and then realize that when you have an amorphous
blob of 12 hours, it is hard to structure your day to make significant progress. Your outline? Maybe "work" is
just a few small tasks for a few minutes each day, but little progress is better than no progress at all. If it helps,
install a full-screen text editor onto your computer, such as Darkroom , to force yourself to look at your essay
and only your essay. Get your books ready Getting your books ready in advance can speed things up a lot. It's
equipping you. Write something you can teach Everyone has a special talent. Proofread as you go along Save
time on proofreading by checking over each sentence or paragraph for spelling, grammar and typos as you
write it. Writing ten pages in a half hour may just be too extreme. Remember that while this essay is a part of
passing your class, it is probably not the whole class; unless you do something silly like plagiarize or steal
don't do that! Tweet your favorite writer. You have a paper to write for your next class. Find what works for
you, whether that be an app or any other time management method. Type your essay rather than handwriting it
The average person can type faster than they can write. Turn on the AC or heater. Writing this paper is one
more step toward achieving your personal and professional goals. Remember why you were so excited to get
accepted into your school and your program; remember what you wanted to be when you were in kindergarten
and how much of that kindergartener was still in you when your high school guidance counselor asked you the
same question. Everything above is easier said than done, but if you absolutely, positively cannot bring
yourself to work on the essay out of paralyzing fear of failure or having zero ability to muster any give-a-dang
whatsoever, then it may be time to check in with a counselor and see if there may be some underlying anxiety
or mood disorder or another mental health condition that's influencing your ability to be productive. This
could be bullet points or one-sentence summaries of what you want to write in each paragraph. You really
don't feel like writing that word term paper with ten outside sources and proper citations right now If you have
no interest in writing an essay or a paper that you need deliver for as assignment, you have to consider the
importance of getting this done and the many benefits that come from working on your assignments as soon as
possible. It's not just an assignment. Reward yourself for writing Your mind secretly craves rewards when you
do good work. And you continue to stare at the blinking cursor. The thing is that you are probably not even
suffering from writers block, but instead you are having problems with lack of motivation. Now, it's time for
you to write the research essay you'd been procrastinating on all week. Try not to over-quote A common tactic
by students pushed for time is to use too many quotes â€” or very long passages â€” from other people
scholars, sources and so on to bolster the word count and reduce the amount of writing they actually have to
do themselves. Find a quiet, clean, well-lit place to write The less distracted you are, the better quality your
stories become. It's a lot easier to carve a good essay out of a not-so-well-written rough draft than it is to carve
a good essay out of a blank document. And how eager you were to write your next piece? Mix your day up
Life can feel dull at times. The vast majority of the writing in the essay should be your own. Listen to music
that fits your writing Music kicks our mood for practically everything â€” from dinner dates at home to
workouts.


